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Abstract 

 In the present study, we tested whether prior experience of an object allows infants to 

segregate a display when competing cues operate against this interpretation. 4.5-month-olds were 

shown three exemplars of a novel object. Infants were familiarized with a test display consisting 

of a new exemplar of the novel object abutted against a complementary object. The infants then 

viewed one of two events in which 1)the objects moved together as a single entity or 2)moved 

independently indicating their separation. Infants looked longer at the move-together event 

(M=30.35 sec) than at the move-apart event (M=14.72 sec),t(17)=3.41, p.003 indicating that the 

novel object was segregated from its complement. Infants in a control experiment who were not 

familiarized with the novel object, showed no differences in looking times, (MMove-together=17.76 

sec, MMove-apart=17.92 sec),t(16)=0.04, p.97. For the first time we show that a small amount of 

prior experience can exert an effect that overpowers other cues for grouping. Furthermore, 4.5-

month-old infants can use a newly learned object for scene segregation despite the fact that the 

grouping cues in the test stimulus operate against this interpretation. Finally, we show that object 

learning is robust enough to transfer from 3D presentation with real objects to a video display. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction 

 From birth, infants are surrounded by complex visual scenes. Although segregating 

objects at their boundaries is seemingly simple, it presents a number of challenges for infants. 

Very few objects in the real world are presented in isolation. Instead, most objects are seen as 

parts of larger visual scenes in which they are touching or adjacent to other objects. These 

situations provide ambiguous or conflicting information about where the objects are separated. 

Infants must learn to make sense of these complex visual scenes by breaking them apart into 

smaller parts. Object segregation is an important part of this process.  

Grouping Cues 

  Infants rely on cues to help determine object boundaries. Research on the use of 

perceptual cues in infancy suggests that infants use featural information to make assumptions 

about where objects are separated.  Several studies have investigated which cues infants are 

using to determine object boundaries. In a study conducted by Needham (1999), several displays 

were created to test how infants perceived object boundaries based on different cues. She 

examined whether 4.5 month old infants were using shape or color and pattern for object 

segregation. The results indicated that infants segregated objects that were dissimilar in shape. 

However, infants did not segregate the same shape displays if objects were different in color and 

pattern. These results suggest that 4.5 month olds use shape as grouping cues but not color and 

pattern to segregate objects. The fact that the shapes in the dissimilar-shape condition where 

infants showed segregation created an asymmetrical display suggests that infants may also be 

using symmetry as a cue to segregation. 



 

 Line continuation also appears to be a particularly strong cue. A study conducted by 

Needham & Baillargeon (1997) indicated that infants use line continuation to group objects in a 

display. In this study, 8-month-olds were shown two adjacent octagons that shared line 

continuation. The infants perceived the display as being composed of one unit. However, if an 

experimenter inserted a blade-like object between the two octagons, the infants viewed the 

display as two separate units.  The results indicate that good line continuation is still used as a 

grouping cue in infants as old as 8 months of age. 

 

Prior Experience in Adults 

 One factor that affects adult performance in scene segregation is past experience with the 

objects (Gibson & Peterson, 1994; Peterson and Lamginano, 2003; Peterson and Enns, 2005; 

DeSchepper & Treisman, 1996).  In these studies, adults were presented with visual stimuli 
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male. Each infant was randomly assigned to the experimental condition or to the control, and 

within that condition to either the move-together or move-apart event. In the experimental 

condition, 9 infants saw the move-together test event and 10 saw the move-apart test event. In 

the control condition, 9 infants saw the move-together test event and 9 saw the move-apart test 

event.  

 Data were collected and discarded from 4 infants that did not meet the criteria of being 

typically developing, having a term of at least 36 weeks, and a birth weight of at least 5 pounds, 

8 ounces. The data from 8 additional infants was discarded due to deviating from standard 

protocol (n=1), or excessive fussiness resulting in failure to complete the testing protocol (n=7).  

 Parents were recruited at the Tucson Convention Center Baby Fair, a local annual event 

or through birth announcements posted in a local Tucson newspaper. The parents received a 

small toy for their infants' participation in the study, but were not otherwise compensated.  

 

Materials 

 The infants were familiarized with three exemplars of a novel object with straight borders 

on three sides (top, bottom, and right side) and a jagged border on the left side (Figure 1). The 

objects were made of wood and measured 5 inches wide by 14 inches tall and 3 inches deep. The 

familiarization objects were purple with white squares, green with white triangles, and blue with 

red squares. During familiarization, the experimenter wore an elbow-length, black , spandex 

glove on the left hand.  Infants' looking times to the familiarization objects were measured using 

a stopwatch.  



 

 During test, infants viewed a video image of a stationary test display consisting of a new 

exemplar of the novel object abutted against a complementary object of the same height (Figure 

2). The top and bottom edges of the test object and its complement were aligned and the entire 

shape formed a tall rectangle measuring 14 inches tall by 10 inches wide and 3 inches deep. The 

test object was the same size and shape as the familiarization object but was blue with white 

squares. The complement was solid yellow with no pattern. During the test trials, the infants saw 

a video of a hand resting next to the test display objects wearing the same black glove used 

during familiarization. The infants viewed either the move-together or the move-apart event.  

 



Events 

 Move-together event. For each test trial the infant saw a video of a black, gloved hand 

resting 4 inches to the left of the test display, which was situated on the right side of the screen. 

After a 1 second pause, the hand grasped the yellow complement object for 1 second and then 

pulled the object to the left for 2 seconds. The two objects moved together as a single entity. The 

hand paused for 1 second and then pushed the objects back to their original position. The hand 

then returned to its starting position to the left of the test display (Figure 3A). The event cycle 

lasted for 8 seconds and was repeated until the infant failed to attend to the video for a 

consecutive 2 seconds, or maintained looking for a cumulative 60 seconds without looking away 

for 2 seconds.  

 Move-apart event. The move-apart event was identical to the move-together event except 

that when the hand pulled on the yellow complement object, it separated from the blue object 

(which remained stationary), indicating that there were two distinct units (Figure 3B).  

 

 



Procedure 

 The experiment consisted of two phases. The first phase was familiarization and took 

place in a playroom.  Infants were seated facing forward on their caregiver's lap. The 

familiarization stimuli were placed on the ground 45.7 inches away from the infant. The distance 

between the infant and the objects established a visual angle of 18 degrees. This was kept 

consistent during familiarization and test. The 3 novel exemplars (purple, green, and blue) were 

situated two inches apart and were covered by a black cloth. An experimenter wearing a black 

glove was seated behind the objects. Once the familiarization period began, the cloth was 

removed so that the infant could view the 3 novel objects as a group. The experimenter then 

lifted the purple object with the left gloved hand and tilted the object back and forth to maintain 

the infants' attention. The experimenter used a stopwatch, held in the right hand, to time how 

long the infant looked at the object. After the infant had accumulated 20 seconds of total looking 

time to the object, it was placed back on the ground with the other objects. The experimenter 

then lifted the second object (green with white triangles) and repeated the procedure. After the 

infant met the looking time criterion for the second object, the procedure was repeated for the 

final object (blue with red squares). The experimenter then repeated the entire procedure so that 

the infant saw each object twice for a total exposure time of 2 minutes. At the conclusion of the 

familiarization phase, the experimenter re-covered the objects with the cloth. 

 The second phase of the study was the testing portion. It took place in a testing booth. 

The booth consisted of a chair placed 46 inches away from a projection screen. A video camera 

was mounted above the projection screen. Permission to record the session was obtained from 

the caregiver prior to the beginning of the study. The infant was seated on the caregiver's lap 

facing the projection screen. The caregiver was instructed to wear glasses with blacked out lens 



to prevent him or her from seeing the screen. This was to ensure that the caregiver did not 

unintentionally influence the infant's reaction to the test stimuli.  

 The experimenter recorded the session and the infant's looking times from outside the 

testing booth. The stimuli were played using an Apple computer running Habit X 1.0 software. 

Each test trial began with a picture of a bull's-eye centered on the screen. Once the infant looked 

at the bull's-eye, the familiarization trial began. During this trial, a video of the stationary test 

display played for 30 seconds. The stationary test display consisted of a novel exemplar of the 

familiarization object abutted against the complementary object (Figure 2). Each infant received 

the familiarization trial to allow the infant to interpret the display as being composed of one or 

two objects. The infant's looking time to the familiarization trial was recorded by the 

experimenter. After the trial ended, the picture of the bull's-eye reappeared to re-direct the 

infant's attention to the center of the screen for the next trial. 

 A between subjects design was used in this study. Following the familiarization trial, the 

infant saw 6 trials of either the move-together or move-apart test event (Figure 3). The 

experimenter recorded the infant's looking time to each trial. The trial ended once the infant 

failed to attend to the video for 2 consecutive seconds or after looking for 60 cumulative seconds 

without having looked away for 2 consecutive seconds.  The bull's-eye picture appeared between 

each trial to recapture the infant's attention to the center of the screen.  

 

Results 

 The infants looking times were analyzed by means of a 2x2x2 ANOVA with 

familiarization (yes or no), gender (male or female), and event (move-together or move-apart) as 

the between subjects factors. The results are shown in Figure 4.  There was Gender x Familiarity 



interaction such that boys looked an average of 15.95 seconds in the control condition compared 

to 20.42 seconds the experimental condition and girls looked 16.15 in the control condition and 

16.0 in the experimental condition, F(1,36)= 4.34, p=.046.  There was also a main effect of 

Condition, F(1,36), p=.015 with infants looking longer to the move-together event (M=30.33) 

than to the move-apart event (M=14.72), but importantly for our hypothesis the main effect was 

superseded by a Condition x Familiarity interaction such that infants in the experimental group 

looked longer at the move-together than to the move-apart events, whereas infants in the control 

group showed no differences in looking times to the two test events, F(1,36)= 6.39, p= .017. 

 An unpaired t-test was conducted to compare looking times to the two events (Figure 4). 

In the experimental condition, infants looked longer at the move-together event (M=30.33 sec) 

than at the move-apart event (M=14.72 sec). There was a significant difference between the 

mean looking times to the move-together and move-apart, t(18)=3.14, p.006. These results 

indicate that the novel object was segregated from its complement.  

 



 A second unpaired t-test was conducted to compare the looking times of infants in the 

control condition who were not familiarized with the novel object (Figure 5). This analysis 

yielded no significant effect of test event, t(16)=0.07, p.95, indicating that infants looked about 

equally at the move-together (M = 17.41 sec) and move-apart (M = 17.13 sec) test events. These 

results suggest that the infants in the control condition did not segregate the objects during test. 

 

 

Discussion 

 The main results of this experiment are that infants who receive prior experience with the 

novel exemplars perceive the display as being composed of two distinct objects. Infants in the 

experimental condition looked reliably longer at the move-together than at the move-apart 

events, suggesting that they segregated the objects. In contrast, infants in the control condition 

who were not given prior experience with the novel object showed no difference in looking times 

to either the move-apart or move-together event. The results suggest that prior experience with 

the novel object exerted an effect that allowed the infants to segregate the novel exemplar from 



its complement.  These results support the literature that 4.5 month olds can use prior experience 

with an object for scene segregation. 

 Furthermore, this study provides evidence that 4.5 month old infants can use the complex 

border of a newly learned object for scene segregation despite the fact that the grouping cues in 

the test stimulus operate against this interpretation. Unlike the stimuli used in previous studies, 

the test display contained multiple grouping cues that provided ambiguous information about the 

boundaries of the objects. In the experimental condition, infants looked significantly longer at 

the move-together event than at the move-apart event. The infants who were not familiarized 

with the objects in the control looked about equally at the move-together and move-apart test 

events indicating they did not segregate the test display. The results suggest that in the 

experimental condition prior experience with the novel object overpowered grouping cues. This 

knowledge informed the infants' perception of the ambiguous display and allowed them to 

segregate the objects at testing.  

 The results of this study serve as an important step in investigating the role of prior 

experience in infants' object perception. More research is necessary to examine the extent to 

which prior experience is able to overcome competing cues for segregation. Additionally, it is 

necessary to explore why prior experience is so influential for informing how infants perceive 

object boundaries. Perhaps prior experience is a more reliable cue for segregation when other 

visual cues are either not present or in conflict. 

 One limitation to the design of this study is the method of familiarization, which does not 

reflect how infants learn about objects in the real world. In the experiment, infants were given 

experience with three exemplars shown together in a brief amount of time. In reality, infants are 

rarely presented with multiple examples of an object in one context. Instead, object learning 



takes place over time and involves more complex objects with considerable variability. Future 

research should examine the how prior experience with objects affects segregation over time.   

 Additionally, it would be informative to test a range of ages throughout infancy in order 

to create a developmental trajectory for the use of prior experience in this task. Perhaps older 

infants are able to use color and pattern differences for segregation and would not be influenced 

by prior experience with the object. Future studies can draw upon these results in order to 

address other questions about the use of cues resulting in object segregation in infancy.   
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